SURGICAL CLERKSHIP MID-ROTATION ASSESSMENT FORM

Students are to complete this form after 2 weeks on a general surgical service. Submit completed forms to: steven.eskind@vanderbilt.edu

Student: __________________________

I met with Resident (list PGY 3/4/5)/ Faculty: ____________________

Date: __________________________

Pt assessments/SOAP notes: red*___ yellow___ green___

Presentations on rounds: red*___ yellow___ green___

Interactions in OR: red*___ yellow___ green___

Knowledge base: red*___ yellow___ green___

Data management: red*___ yellow___ green___

Interpersonal relations: red*___ yellow___ green___

2 of my specific strengths:

1.

2.

2 specific areas I can improve:

1.

2.

Comments (*please elaborate on any “reds”):

THIS DOCUMENT WILL BE PLACED IN YOUR LEARNING PORTFOLIO FOR REVIEW WITH YOUR MCT MENTOR. IT IS INTENDED TO GUIDE YOUR PERSONAL REFLECTION AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND WILL NOT AFFECT YOUR CLERKSHIP GRADE.